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Research ethics at Samaritans

• Long record of involvement in research and basic research ethics 
policy in place since around 2009

• Revised policy in 2018 and introduction of Samaritans Research Ethics 
Board – with commitment to review



The review process

Stage 1: Review of existing ethics policies, procedures and 
arrangements (via documentation and stakeholder discussions)

Stage 2: Develop and agree ‘blueprint’ governing revisions to 
policies, procedures and arrangements (via workshop and 
written draft)

Stage 3: Redevelop assessment procedure, pathways and 
associated documentation; formulate professional development 
plan; develop new research ethics resources, etc.



What was working well

• Clear organisational commitment to values-based policy and practice

• Scale of the organisation allows person-to-person discussion of ethics 
issues and challenges

• Responsiveness and quality of advice offered by the research team

• Recruitment of committed, capable reviewers to the SREB, offering 
effective scrutiny and valued feedback – especially for ‘traditional’ 
research

• Effective administration and manageable workload for SREB members

• Commitment to reflection and improvement



What was working less well

• Ethics review working less well for new types of projects and ways of 
working – e.g. ‘Ux’ and service development, comms, marketing

• Relevance of ethics not always clear, and concern about the process 
being unwieldy, time consuming or unnecessarily restrictive

• Perceived lack of consistency and transparency in decision-making

• ‘Culture gap’ between SREB and non-research staff, and concern 
about risk aversion

• Risk of research team being seen as imposing ethics on wider 
organisation



The blueprint



A whole organisation approach

• From a focus on research to ‘research-like’ activities

• Proportional review and standardised approaches

• The research team: from ‘ethics police’ to facilitators

• Widening the discussion

• Engagement, training and reflection




